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Assessing Control Performance in Closed-loop Anesthesia

Kristian Soltesz, Guy A. Dumont Fellow IEEE, J Mark Ansermino

Abstract— Recently, several control systems for closed-loop
anesthesia have been demonstrated both in simulation and
clinical studies. A set of performance measures, proposed by
Varvel et al., have constituted the standard means of comparing
such systems.

This paper debates the adequacy of the Varvel measures, as
applied to closed-loop anesthesia, and proposes an alternative
set of measures. Key features of the proposed measures are:
wide acceptance within the control community; reflection of
clinical feasibility; separate measures for induction and main-
tenance of anesthesia; separation of outlier detection and per-
formance evaluation. The proposed measures are descriptive,
few, and easy to compute.

Index Terms— Medical control system, Performance evalua-
tion, Drug delivery

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the objectives of clinical anesthesia is to control

the consciousness level of the patient. This is typically

achieved by the administration of hypnotic drugs, such as

propofol. It has been shown that spectral properties of the

electroencephalogram (EEG) correlate well with the depth

of hypnosis, referred to as the DOH in this paper [1]. This

discovery has led to the introduction of clinical devices

providing surrogate measures of the DOH. The most widely

used such device is the BIS monitor [1]. It, and similar prod-

ucts such as the NeuroSense monitor [2], provide uniformly

sampled estimates, with a sample rate that is high compared

to the time scale of the involved dynamics.

The availability of real-time DOH estimates has resulted

in several simulation studies and clinical trials in which drug

dosage is determined online by means of feedback from

clinical monitors. An introduction to closed-loop controlled

anesthesia systems is available in the reviews [3], [4] and [5].

It was concluded in [6] and [7] that closed-loop strategies

outperforms manual dosing.

The clinical objective is initially to transition the patient

from the conscious state to an adequate DOH. This corre-

sponds to a temporal phase termed induction of anesthesia.

Once completed, surgery can commence during the subse-

quent maintenance phase of anesthesia. Towards the end

of the procedure anesthetic drug administration is halted,

marking the start of the emergence phase of anesthesia.
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Fig. 1. Representative data from a closed-loop DOH control procedure.
The DOH measurement (top, blue) and corresponding setpoint (red) are
shown together with propofol infusion rate (bottom).

Figure 1 shows DOH measurements and their underlying

setpoint values from a closed-loop study1 using the Neu-

roSense monitor and propofol as the hypnotic drug. The

DOH value of 100 corresponds to the fully conscious state,

while 0 represents the fully anesthetized state. The BIS

and other commercially available DOH monitors make use

of the aforementioned scale2, which is consequently used

throughout this paper.

The question addressed in this paper is how to measure

performance of a closed-loop DOH control system, based on

one or several clinical data sets as the one in Figure 1. In

fact, the discussion is not limited to closed-loop dosing, but

valid for any dosing strategy, e.g. manual control, guided by

a DOH monitor. The current practice for such performance

assessment is the computation of four measures introduced

by Varvel et al. [9]. These Varvel measures were proposed

to evaluate the performance of anesthesia systems, however

not the EEG-guided variety described above. Despite this,

they have become the gold standard in clinical evaluation

as evident from several studies in which DOH measures

derived from the EEG were used to control infusion rate

[10]– [8]. Each of the cited studies represents unique research

groups world-wide and the list could be further expanded by

including simulation studies and studies in which drugs other

than propofol were used in the closed-loop setting.

This paper is organized as follows: Desirable properties

of adequate performance measures for EEG-guided DOH

1The data is from a closed-loop controlled anesthesia study approved
by the UBC Children’s and Women’s Research Ethics Board (H10-01174),
Vancouver, Canada [8].

2The DOH scale can appear confusing in that a low value corresponds
to a deeper DOH and vice versa.
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Fig. 2. Two control paradigms to determine drug dosing in anesthesia.

control are proposed in Section II. The Varvel performance

measures and their background are introduced and evaluated

against these objectives in Section III. A revised set of perfor-

mance measures are proposed and discussed in Section IV.

Section V provides a summary and suggested future work is

outlines in Section VI.

II. OBJECTIVES

A. The General Idea

The rationale behind introducing performance measures is

to map the n-dimensional DOH error3 vector (if n samples

are available) to an m-dimensional (m ≪ n) space in which

each dimension has a distinct interpretation, strongly coupled

to the performance of the system. In the case of the Varvel

measures, m = 4. Ultimately, it would be desirable to set

m = 1 and describe the performance of the system with

only one scalar. This was attempted in [6] by introducing

the global score, discussed in Section III-D.

In the context of EEG-guided DOH control, the foremost

concern is the clinical outcome. The challenge therefore

becomes to find properties of the DOH error, which are

strongly linked to the clinical outcome.

B. Temporal Phases of Anesthesia

The control objectives differ between the temporal phases

of anesthesia, as outlined below. This suggests different

performance measures for each temporal phase and calls for

a systematic method to determine the transitions between

subsequent phases.

1) Induction of Anesthesia: The clinical objective during

induction of anesthesia is to make a fast transition to the

DOH setpoint, with limited overshoot and short settling time

[18]. This is complicated by large inter-patient variability

3The DOH error is defined as the difference between DOH setpoint and
measurement.

in drug sensitivity. However, the disturbances acting on the

system are typically limited [19]. Limiting the induction

phase duration is particularly motivated for anxious patients.

A more rapid induction of anesthesia may also alleviate

the discomfort associated with the infusion of propofol in

conscious patients. Furthermore, limiting the duration of

the induction phase results in an increased availability of

the operating room and its staff. Meanwhile, limiting the

overshoot is critical during maintenance of procedures which

require spontaneous breathing, since a small DOH value

generally results in apnea. To avoid overshoot is also critical

in some patient groups such as the elderly, in order to avoid

the associated potential for hypotension due to overdosing.

2) Maintenance of Anesthesia: During maintenance of

anesthesia, it has been recommended that the DOH should

lie in the 40–60 range, with a setpoint of 50 [20], [21].

The two main challenges in meeting this recommendation

are large inter-patient variability in hypnotic drug sensitivity

and output disturbances, introduced foremost by surgical

stimulation.

Too large a DOH value could result in awareness with

recall [22], which is likely to cause the patient considerable

psychological stress, while excessively small DOH values

may result in hypotension and an increase in long term mor-

tality [23]. Variability in the DOH, which induces significant

changes in blood pressure, are potentially harmful for the

patient. In order to maintain hemodynamic stability, it is

therefore of interest to quantify such variability.

3) Emergence from Anesthesia: It is desirable to minimize

the emergence duration for the same reason as the induction

duration should be kept short. Drug administration is halted

during the emergence phase of anesthesia, but generally

accepted models suggest that dosing history from the main-

tenance phase (and possibly also the induction phase) of

anesthesia influence the emergence phase duration [24].

C. Pre-filtering and Artifact Removal

EEG-based DOH measurements are sensitive to electro-

magnetic noise at the sensor. The raw DOH output of

existing monitors therefore contains significant noise power

beyond the bandwidth of the controlled system. It is common

practice to (low-pass) filter the signal prior to using it for

control.

The approach taken in this paper is to assume that the

DOH signal used for performance evaluation has been sub-

ject to efficient artifact removal and filtered such that mea-

surement noise is removed, without significantly affecting

clinically relevant characteristics. A fair comparison between

systems is only possible if these assumptions are met, and

doing so is the responsibility of the control engineer.

III. THE VARVEL PERFORMANCE MEASURES

A. Clinical Background

The Varvel measures were introduced to assess the es-

timation performance of target controlled infusion (TCI)4

4In [9] the term computer-controlled infusion pump (CCIP) is used
analogously with TCI.
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Fig. 3. Two tentative maintenance phase DOH profiles (blue), with
corresponding setpoint (red) and resulting median error (green).

systems [25]. The schematic drawing of a TCI system is

shown in Figure 2(b). The drug infusion rate is updated based

on the output of an open-loop estimator, referred to as a

pharmacokinetic (PK) model [24], relating drug infusion rate

to estimated plasma concentration5. Being open-loop, the

TCI control scheme is sensitive to disturbances and model

errors.

The objective of the Varvel measures is to assess the fit

between measured (blood sample) and estimated (PK model

output) plasma concentrations in the above setting. This can

be conducted either for an individual or a population. The

individual case will be considered first.

B. Statistical Background

The Varvel measures are based on the median of the

relative error and its modulus, respectively. The original

motivation for use of the median rather than the mean were

the asymmetric appearance of the data sets available to the

authors of [9]; most PK estimation errors were close to

the median, with few but distant outliers. This motivation,

justified in the intended context, results in an unfortunate

choice when adopted for EEG-guided DOH control. As

mentioned in Section II-B.2, DOH values in the 40–60 range

are considered adequate. This suggests that a maintenance

phase like the one in Figure 3(a) should be desirable to

the one in Figure 3(b), while basing the error metric on

the median has the opposite outcome. It can be argued that

median-based measures provide inherent filtering and artifact

removal as outlined in Section II-C. However, they make

no distinction between artifacts, noise and momentary large

errors which indeed reflect the DOH of the patient.

C. Definitions

The Varvel performance measures are MDPE,

MDAPE, DIV ERGENCE and WOBBLE, defined,

5Some TCI systems target the effect site of the drug (the human brain)
rather than the blood plasma, but the principle remains unchanged.

explained and discussed below. The sample vector of

measured plasma concentrations is denoted Cm and the

corresponding estimates are in Cp. The times corresponding

to entries of Cm and Cp are in t (unit: h). All vectors have

N elements.

The (relative) percentage performance error PE is defined

as:

PE = 100
Cm − Cp

Cp

. (1)

The division in (1) is to be interpreted as element-wise,

making PE a vector quantity. PE is not reported as one

of the Varvel measures, but rather used as the basis for

computing them.

Applying the definition (1) to DOH measurements results

in less error penalty whenever the DOH setpoint is closer to

the fully awake state. However, as indicated in Section II-

B.2, the risk of the patient being aware requires particularly

tight control in this region.

1) Median Performance Error (MDPE): is the median

value of the PE between all samples:

MDPE = median(PE). (2)

As such it captures the bias of the estimator, but not the

variability.

2) Median Absolute Performance Error (MDAPE): As

opposed to MDPE, the MDAPE does not convey any

information on the bias of the estimator, but rather yields a

representative error magnitude.

MDAPE = median(|PE|) (3)

3) DIV ERGENCE: is the slope of a linear regression

of |PE| against t:

DIV ERGENCE =
tT |PE| − Nt|PE|

tT t − Nt
2

, (4)

where the bars denote the mean operator. The unit of

DIV ERGENCE is %/h and it aims at describing whether

the error increases or decreases over time. An unstable

control system will result in a positive DIV ERGENCE.

Beyond concluding instability, the DIV ERGENCE is of

little practical use. Three different DOH profiles are plotted

in solid together with a common setpoint in Figure 4. The

respective DIV ERGENCEs of these profiles are −15, 0
and 15 %/h, proportional to the slopes of the dashed lines. It

is of arguable clinical significance when during the mainte-

nance phase the error spike occurs, yet its temporal location

strongly affects the DIV ERGENCE, while leaving all

other Varvel measures unaffected.

4) WOBBLE: was introduced to capture variability of

the estimator. It is defined as the median absolute deviation

between PE and MDPE:

WOBBLE = median(|PE − MDPE|). (5)

WOBBLE measures variability in the DOH. As such it

is strongly affected by filtering, as discussed in Section II-C.

In order to compare systems in terms of WOBBLE it is
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Fig. 4. The solid lines show tentative DOH profiles, with the horizontal
black line as setpoint. The divergence for each of these profiles is the slope
of the correspondingly colored dashed line.

therefore essential that the same filtering be used. The BIS

monitor uses a proprietary filtering algorithm and switches

between several filters [26], making it challenging to meet

this requirement.

D. The Global Score (GS)

The Global Score (GS) is not one of the Varvel measures,

but was introduced in [6] as an attempt to score EEG-guided

DOH control systems with one scalar:

GS =
MDAPE + WOBBLE

fraction of time DOH ∈ (40, 60)
. (6)

Apart from characterizing performance by means of a single

scalar, the GS takes the clinical feasibility bounds from [20]

into account. Expanding the numerator of (6) results in

100(median|PE| + median|PE − median(PE)|). (7)

While the idea of one scalar performance measure is ap-

pealing, it is hard to intuitively interpret (7) and the clinical

relevance of the GS has never been established.

E. Population Measures

It was concluded in [9] that the population distribution

of individually computed MDPEs and DIV ERGENCEs

are quite symmetric, while the corresponding MDAPEs

and WOBBLEs are slightly asymmetric. Consequently,

different approaches for combining the individual measures

to correspond to populations were discussed. The two-stage

approach defines the population measures as the mean val-

ues6 taken over the population. A modification of two-stage

approach is the pooled-data approach, where each individual

is weighted by the reciprocal number of available samples.

This is further elaborated in the variance-weighted approach,

in which individuals are weighted by the reciprocals of the

variances of the measures. Details of these pooling strategies

are found in [9], in which the authors recommend the

variance-weighted approach but conclude that they all yield

similar results.

6Pooled measures for standard error (SE) of MDPE, MDAPE,
DIV ERGENCE and WOBBLE are also provided, but omitted from
this discussion as they are not commonly computed in publications evalu-
ating closed-loop controlled anesthesia systems.
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Fig. 5. Graphical illustration of induction duration ID (green) and
overshoot OS (magenta), using the clinical data set from Figure 1.

IV. PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES

This section outlines a set of performance measures more

adequate for the evaluation of EEG-guided DOH control

than the Varvel measures. As mentioned in Section II-

B, it is relevant to use different measures of performance

during the induction, maintenance and emergence phases of

anesthesia. In fact, most closed-loop studies reporting the

Varvel measures, do so for maintenance phase data only.

Here it is assumed that a vector Y , holding N DOH

samples is available, together with the corresponding setpoint

vector R. The (not necessarily uniformly sampled) time

stamps of entries in Y and R are stored in T (unit: s).

The vectors are assumed to be adjusted so that T1 = 0
corresponds to the start of hypnotic drug administration. To

simplify notation, the sections of {T, R, Y } corresponding

to the temporal phase of anesthesia being treated will be

denoted {t, r, y}, each holding n elements.

A. Induction Phase Measures

Two performance measures, reflecting the objectives in

Section II, are proposed.

1) Induction Phase Duration (ID): The definition of the

induction phase duration (ID) proposed here is adopted

from [6], where it was defined as the time elapsed from

the start of hypnotic drug administration to the moment

when the DOH falls to and remains under 60 for 30 s. This

definition does not punish large drug boluses which rapidly

achieve the desired goal but result in an excessive overshoot.

Furthermore, it only considers the DOH set-point of 50. To

account for this, staying below 60 is replaced by staying

within r ± 10 and an additional measure for characterizing

the overshoot is introduced.

2) Overshoot (OS): The percentual overshoot (OS) is

defined as

OS = 100 · min
k

rk − yk

E0 − rk

, (8)

It is common that the maximum overshoot occurs after

the end of induction, as defined in Section IV-A.1. It was

consequently elected to extend the evaluation of (8) to

include a subsequent 10 min period. The definitions of ID

and OS are illustrated in Figure 5, using the clinical data set

shown in Figure 1. The DOH in absence of hypnotic drug is

E0, typically 90 < E0 ≤ 100. If the E0 has been identified

for the particular patient, the obtained value could be used

in favor of the default E0 = 100.



B. Maintenance Phase Measures

1) Integrated Error (IE): The trapezoidal approxima-

tion of the error time-integral is introduced to replace the

MDPE:

IE =
∑ tk+1 − tk

tn − t1

(rk+1 − yk+1) + (rk − yk)

2
. (9)

The IE is normalized with respect to the maintenance phase

duration. As opposed to the median, the IE punishes outliers

(linearly). Furthermore, it is used as minimization criterion in

existing controller synthesis strategies, of which [27] presents

one example within PID control.

2) Integrated Absolute Error (IAE): Since the IE only

conveys information about the average error, its sole use as

performance measure can be misleading; an error distribution

which is balanced with respect to zero results in a small IE.

A measure replacing the MDAPE is therefore needed and

readily obtained by taking the modulus of the sample-wise

error in (9), yielding the integrated absolute error, IAE:

IE =
∑ tk+1 − tk

tn − t1

|rk+1 − yk+1| + |rk − yk|

2
. (10)

3) Variability Index (V I): Variability in the DOH can be

quantified by the relative difference between the IAE and

the IE:

V I =
IAE − IE

IAE
. (11)

The resulting variability index (V I) does not need to be

explicitly reported as it is readily computable from the

reported IE and IAE.

4) Percentage of Time Outside Adequate Range: Based

on the discussion in Section II-B.2, it is of interest to report

how well the system manages to keep the DOH within

the clinically feasible range, i.e., within 10 units from the

setpoint. Since the sign of the error is of clinical significance,

it is justified to give separate measures for the percentage

of time during maintenance that the DOH error (r − y)

exceeds +10 (E+) and -10 (E−), respectively. In case of

sparse or nonuniform sampling, linear interpolation between

consecutive samples can be used to determine the time

instants when the maintenance phase control error crosses

±10, respectively.

C. Emergence Phase Measure

1) Emergence Phase Rise Time (ER): The emergence

phase of anesthesia is defined to begin when administration

of the hypnotic drug is terminated. The duration of the

emergence phase can be characterized by the 63 % (or

1 − e−1) rise time, commonly reported in other control

applications. This time is defined as that between end of

hypnotic drug administration, at which instance the DOH

setpoint was r1 and the frist time at which the (adequately

filtered) DOH yk exceeds r1 + (1 − e−1)(E0 − r1). If the

awake baseline level E0 introduced in Section IV-A.2 is not

known for the considered patients, the default E0 = 100 may

be used. The ER is illustrated in Figure 6, using the data

from Figure 1.
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Fig. 6. The 63 % emergence phase rise time ER (green) for the data set
in Figure 1.
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Fig. 7. This modified box plot shows an example of how the worst case
(whisker), standard deviation (box), mean (solid line) and median (dashed
line) of ID, OS, IE, IAE, (V I), E± and ER could be reported in a
comprehensive manner.

D. Population Measures

The previous section proposed a set of performance mea-

sures aimed at EEG-guided DOH control. Having evaluated

these measures for each individual in a study population,

the question remains how to statistically combine these into

the corresponding measures for the entire population. As

reviewed in Section III-E, several options were presented

in [9]. Since all the performance measures introduced in

Section III-E are unaffected by the duration (in terms of

time or samples) of the underlying data, it becomes natural

to weigh each case equally in the population statistic.

Which statistic to use depends on the clinical aim. The

median of each measure is adequate if the aim is to evaluate

a system which should perform well in the majority of cases,

but where a few cases of poorer performance are acceptable.

At the other end of the scale, the worst case of each measure

could be reported. In terms of conservatism, the mean lies

between these two.

In order to produce comparability between studies it is

suggested that at least the population mean±standard devia-

tion of ID, OS, IE, IAE, (V I), E± and ER be reported. A

convenient way to report these statistics together with worst

case and median is the use of the modified boxplot shown

in Figure 7.

V. SUMMARY

It has been argued that the Varvel measures are poorly

suited for evaluating EEG-guided DOH control systems and a

set of performance measures has been proposed. These mea-

sures characterize the induction (ID, OS), maintenance (IE,

IAE, (V I), E±) and emergence (ER) phases of anesthesia.

Furthermore, a comprehensive representation (modified box

plot) of population statistics was proposed.

An enhanced performance assessment could be obtained

by including information from the drug administration rate



and other signals routinely logged in the operating room,

e.g. blood pressure. This aspect lies outside the scope of this

paper but is discussed further in Section VI.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Neither the Varvel, nor the proposed measures, take the

control signal (hypnotic drug dose) into account. In case of a

closed-loop controlled system, episodes of zero dose indicate

possible previous overdosing. Furthermore, poor controller

robustness and measurement noise sensitivity are typically

visible in the control signal. A rapidly varying control signal

also adds unecessary wear to the actuator of the system.

It was concluded in [28] that a simultaneous ”triple low”

combination of low DOH value, blood pressure, and drug

dose7 significantly increased mortality. As all three men-

tioned signals are typically available, it should be feasible

to assemble a triple low measure.

As further future work, it would be of value to conduct a

blinded study in which clinicians are asked to rate recorded

DOH profiles, in order to compare these ratings with the

proposed measures. This would serve to enforce the validity

of the proposed measures and possibly suggest modifications

of the underlying heuristics. Such a study might in other

words refine the definitions of the proposed performance

measures, while maintaining their qualitative purposes.
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